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Select two ways for queuing an item for a queue p
 
A. Use the Queue-for-processing method 
B. Use Utility smart shape 
C. Use Run in Background smart shape 
D. Use the Queue for -agent method 
 

Answer: A,C

 

 

You oversee a medium-size development team, and some of the team members are new
to
 
pega. What are the most efficient ways to ensure that the rules the team creates adhere to
 
best practices? (choose two)
 
A. Have new team members create and run Pega automated unit tests against their rules. 
B. Use Pega Log Analyzer to identify exceptions associated with the new team members. 
C. Run Tracer on each rule the new team members check in to identify an failures in rule
execution. 
D. Leverage the rule check-in approval process to review the new team member’s changes
first. 
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

MyCo.com has instances of SCM-F5, SmartDispute, and CPM-F5 in their Production
Environment distributed across multiple Pega instances. A new business requirement
states that users working in any one application cart create a case in any other application.
 
 
What is your recommendation to implement the new business requirement?
 
A. Synchronize case creation with RFST services. 
B. Leverage database replication to communicate case creation. 
C. Implement Federated Case Management. 
D. Implement a parent case across multiple products. 
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Answer: C

 

 

Ar.mo Corporation is designing an Order Fulfillment application built on an Inventory
application. Both applications reuse a section that displays Part details.
 
Where do you configure the PartOetails section?
 
A. In an Inventory ruleset within the Inventory application's work pool class 
B. In an Order Fulfillment luleset within the Order Fulfillment application's Parts data class 
C. In an Enterprise ruleset within the Inventory application's Paits data class 
D. In an Order Fulfillment ruleset within the Order Fulfillment application's work pool class 
 

Answer: C

 

 

your application connects to two REST services that list details about bank offices.
 
One REST service uses a postal code as a GET parameter and returns a detailed list of
bank officers in that postal code.
 
the other REST service uses a city name as a GET parameter and returns a datailed list of
back offices in
 
cities with that name. The application uses data pages to cache details about bank offices.
 
which approach do you use to populate a data page with a list of bank offices in a postal
code from the REST service?
 
A. configure a REST connector data source. configure the REST connector to reference
the postal code from the work object using the request data transform. 
B. configure a REST connector data source. Set the Endpoint on the data source to
reference the postal code parameter value at the end of the URL 
C. configure a REST connector data source and pass the parameter page to the connector.
configure the REST connector to reference the same parameter in the query string for the
get method 
D. configure a REST connector data source and pass the postal code parameter to the
request data transform configure the REST connector to use the postal code the query
string for the get method 
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Answer: D

 

 

The BigCo quoting application is currently on-premise. BigCo plans to move the application
to Pega Cloud What factor do you need to consider for environment setup?
 
A. Network security configuration 
B. Database access configuration 
C. System management application configuration 
D. Log file access configuration 
 

Answer: D

 

 

You isolated the problem to node ! of the cluster. Y see node 1 goes down shortly «ift<rr
3:00 P.M. every day with an out-of-memory error.
 
What is the likely cause of the out of-memory error?
 
A. At 3:00 P.M., managers view multiple reports displaying open assignments and cases
so they can plan work for the following day. 
B. At 3:00 P.M., a robotic process automation runs every day. The mapping of results to
each case type horn the automation is CPU intensive. 
C. At 3:00 P.M., a job scheduler is mistakenly configured to run on a single Web Tier node
that pulls an increasingly large number of records onto a clipboard page each day. 
D. At 3:00 P.M., a shift change occurs and several users login and display the" work list
and dashboard. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

XYZ Corp users are experiencing delays in the application that you suspect is related to the
database.
 
Which two options do you recommend to isolate the issue? (Choose Two)
 
A. Write Pega logs to the database server. 
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B. Investigate when the database is used most heavily. 
C. Lower query-time-related alert thresholds. 
D. Increase the threshold for blob-size alerts. 
 

Answer: B,C

 

 

BigCo receives complaints from existing customers and new prospects that BiyCo repi
irrelevant offers and products.
 
Which two Pega solutions do you suggest to help solve this problem? (Choose Two)
 
A. Pega Marketing 
B. Pega Customer Service 
C. Robotic Process Automation 
D. Customer Decision Hub 
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

An application uses LDP authentication users have role and application attributes, but not
access group attributes. select the two tasks required to configure the application to uses
LDAP attributes to determine the access group for a user
 
A. Create a decision table that evaluate role and application properties that return access
group 
B. Configure the authentication mapping to evaluate the decision table 
C. Create a decision table that evaluate role and application attribute value that return
access group 
D. Add a method to the authentication activity to evaluate the decision table 
 

Answer: C,D

 

 

You add database connection information to prconfig.xml and want to encrypt the
password in the connection information how do you encrypt the password?
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A. create an encrypted keyring password and replace the unencypted password in
prconfig.xml 
B. enter a password in an application ID instance and reference the external system 
C. create an encrypted password with PR cipherGenerator and reference the external
system 
D. create an encrypted password with passGen and replace the unencrypted password in
pconfig.xml 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Identify three rule types that are used in defining Authentication Service data instances.
(Choose Three)
 
A. Data pages 
B. Activities 
C. Connectors 
D. Reports 
E. Data transforms 
 

Answer: A,B,C

 

 

You are implementing a paga customer service application and are integrating the system
of record data for account information?
 
select the three tasks required to implement this integation
 
A. Specialize the pega customer service data pages that use account data. 
B. Integrate with the system of record in the pega customer service account class 
C. Rename the pega customer service data pages to match the system of record. 
D. Integrate with the system of record to populate an Account data class. 
E. Create a data transform to map the Account data class to the pega customer service
Account class 
 

Answer: B,D,E
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XYZ Corporation wants to perform extensive analysis on work party information across
various case types in near real time. At the same time, XYZ wants to minimize the impact
this analysis has on case workers using Pega applications.
 
Choose two options that would contribute to viable solutions. (Choose Two)
 
A. Use Pega API RCST services to update Case and Work Party data in a reports
database. 
B. Configure a reports database for the Class Group and Index WorkPartyUri Data Admm
DB-Table records. 
C. Define additional database indexes for the Class Group and related Work Party tables. 
D. Use BIX to export Case and related Work Party data to a data warehouse. 
 

Answer: B,D

 

 

How do you begin your research to diagnose the cause of the reported performance issue?
 
A. Look at the performance profile and DB Trace out put from each node. 
B. Observe the cluster and node status on the Enterprise Health Console. 
C. Review guardrail warnings in the development environment to determine if any rules
with warnings moved to production. 
D. Download the alert log file from each node and analyze the contents in the Pega Log
Analyzer. 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: Six weeks after you deliver your application to production, your users report

that the application slows down in the afternoon. The application is almost completely

unresponsive for some users shortly after 

3:00 P.M. Other users do not experience this problem 

until later in the day. 

You do not have access to the Production environment, but you do have access to AES.

The production environment has three nodes and a load balancer. 

You need to resolve this issue because a new division of the organization will start using

the application next month. 
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You isolated the problem to node 1 of the cluster. You see node 1 goes down shortly after
 
3:00 p.m. every day with an out-of-memory error. Which two alerts typically precede this
 
condition?(choose two)
 
A. PEGA0004 –Quantity of data received by database query exceeds limit 
B. PEGA0001 – HTTP interaction time exceeds limit 
C. PEGA00017 – Cache exceeds limit 
D. PEGA0002 – Connect operation time exceeds limit 
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

Using the information shown in the case structure below, which option is always true?
 

 
A. Resolution of the Event Booking case requires the Parking case to be resolved. 
B. Parking, Weather, and Hotel cases must be instantiated for the Event case to process
correctly. 
C. The Weather case can be instantiated without a parent Event Booking case. 
D. The Parking class must inherit from the Event Booking class. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

MyMealth Corporation wants to use the age of the claim to increase the urgency on the
assignment so that claims processors work on the most urgent claims first. The claim
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assignment urgency increases by 1 each day the claim remains in an unresolved status. At
any time. My Health has up to 10,000 claims in process. Claims in the PendingProcessing
workbasket are subject to this calculation. The application updates the claim urgency daily
before the work day begins. AM claims are processed within 30 days.
 
MyHealth also processes complaint cases from health plan members. Complaint cases use
a service level agreement (SLA) to ensure the customer service representatives respond to
complaints within 48 hours. All claims processors work in Los Angeles 9:00 AM-5:OQ PM
PST.
 
Which approach satisfies the claim urgency requirement and provides the best experience
for the claims processor?
 
A. Use an advanced agent on a dedicated node to increment the pyUrgencyAssignAdjust
value by 1 for every assignment that matches the selection criteria. 
B. Use the assignment SLA to increment the pyUnjerncyAssiqnAdjust value by 1 every day
the claim is in an open status. 
C. Use a declare expression to increment the pytJrgcncyAsp/gnAdjur.t value to 1. When a
claim processor opens the assignment, the urgency is increased by 1. 
D. Use the overall SLA to increment the pyUrgencyAssignAdjust value by 1. Reset the goal
date to the following day 
 

Answer: A

 

 

You are designing a case life cycle to process fraudulent charge claims. After a list of
suspected fraudulent charge is submitted, the case advances to the processing stage. In
the first step of theprocess fraud claim process, a seprate child case must be created for
each suspected fraudulent charge.
 
After all necessary fraudulent charge cases are created, the parent cse advance to the next
step where the customer is notified that their claims are being processed
 

 
choose three actions needed to configure the missing step so that a separate child case is
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